New Buildings

Read this first:
Summary of Green Star
for New Buildings
A Future Focus consultation paper

What you need to know
We have released the draft
credits for Green Star for New
Buildings. We are looking for
feedback from industry.

You can provide feedback
through the credits available on
our website.

You can provide
feedback on one, a
number of, or all
credits in the rating
tool.

This paper outlines
information relevant to
those submitting feedback
or those interested in the
evolution of the rating tool
(pg. 26).

The paper outlines at
a high level how the
rating tool has evolved
(pg. 8).

It also provides a high
level analysis of how
the rating tool
addresses key
industry strategic
issues (pg. 16).
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Feedback on the
credits is due

28 February
2020.

A separate paper on
digitisation of Green Star
and changes to the
certification process is also
available on our website.

Thanks to our Future Focus partners for their ongoing support

Silver Partners

Supporting Partners
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Foreword from the GBCA
Davina Rooney

Elham Monavari

Chief Executive Officer

Senior Manager Strategic Projects

Green Star as a rating system has been transformational to the built
environment. From humble beginnings in 2003 we have awarded over 2500
certifications across buildings from offices, retail and industrial to hospitals,
schools, libraries.

The past six months have been an incredible journey with industry.
Thanks to the inspiring work of our Expert Reference Panels, our consulting
friends, and our technical partner WSP, we are now ready to unveil the next step
in the evolution of Green Star.

It set clear benchmarks for all new developments to follow. It changed what we
expect out of our buildings, and demanded change from all aspects of the built
environment to deliver on these expectations.

The draft credits that we are releasing offer a comprehensive view of what we aim
to achieve. They provide more detail on how we want to improve the built
environment. They are also the result of countless meetings to achieve
consensus from many of you who kindly volunteered your time and expertise.

Green Star for New Buildings is looking to reset the conversation.
From addressing social issues, to placing nature front and centre, Green Star for
New Buildings re-contextualises what it means to be a sustainable building. It
builds on its past to deliver a set of common sense minimum expectations that
every building should meet. It also delivers a path forward towards a net zero
future that industry can agree with.

Getting your feedback on these credits is critical. We’ve been testing some of
these approaches with our wonderful early access projects. They agree, we are
on the right path. This next step for us is to get your thoughts.

We are set to draw down global mega trends from climate, natural resources,
health and wellbeing and deliver these to you in the new rating tool. At its heart,
the enhancements are a simple story. We want healthy, resilient, and positive
places for people and the natural environment.

We know some of the decisions that we’ve made will surprise you. We hope they
do. The challenges of the next decade demand more from all of us. That’s what
we aim to achieve with this revision of Green Star. These credits are the first step
to that goal.

These are exciting times. I look forward to hearing from industry on our
proposed draft credits. They are a big step forward for industry, and one that I’m
confident we are all ready to take.

We say it often, Green Star is built by industry and for industry. We are heartened
by your support as we embark on a project to transform the built environment
once again.

We cannot transform the built environment without your support.
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New Buildings
Announced in March 2019, Green Star for New Buildings reimagines the existing rating tool for new buildings and
major refurbishments. It aims to deliver a better, more accessible and relevant experience that meets today’s
challenges.
It’s been eight months since we released our initial consultation paper. We received more than 100 written
submissions from you about our proposals in that paper. Our feedback report released in November confirmed that
we are on the right track. Now it’s time to reveal the detail underpinning our upcoming rating tool.
We are seeking your views on the proposed credits and on the changes to the certification process. The feedback
process closes at the end of February and the draft credits can be found on our website.
Before you start, we encourage you to read this paper first.
The credits released on our website only tell one part of the story, albeit an important one. The credits describe the
detail of how to demonstrate compliance against a number of issues. Each credit represents an individual issue that
needs to be addressed. It is in the aggregate that the full story can be seen, the story of the future the rating tool is
seeking to drive.
This paper aims to help support this story by highlighting how key industry trends are addressed by the new rating
tool. This paper also outlines how the rest of the process will proceed for next year as we move towards its release
date.
We encourage you to provide us with feedback on our new rating tool. This is your chance to shape the future of
Australia’s built environment.
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Also available
on our website

“From ensuring we are on a path to
1.5°C to expanding the definition of
sustainability in the built
environment, we have ambitious
goals, and thanks to all of your
support and help, we will
achieve them.”

Our credits are not the only items
up for discussion.

Devan Valenti
Manager Future Focus

There are other documents on our website that you should be familiar with.
These help you understand where we came from, where we are going, and
how we plan on getting there. Our website also has information specific for
product suppliers and manufacturers. We have also released a consultation
paper outlining changes to our digital experience and certification process.
Finally, if you are looking for some help, sign up to our webinars!

• Our consultation paper
• Our feedback report
• Our original scoping paper

• Our fact sheets to help architects,
builders, engineers, government,
occupants and products manufacturers
navigate the new rating tool.

We have released a
consultation paper on
changes to our digital
experience and certification
process. See our website for
more information.

• Our original briefing paper for
product suppliers and manufacturers
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The rating tool and its development process
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The credits in
Green Star for New Buildings
The new rating tool has changed from consultation
based on your feedback. This is how it looks now.

Industry development

Clean air

Climate change resilience

Upfront carbon emissions

Responsible construction

Light quality

Systems resilience

Energy use

Verification and handover

Exposure to toxins

Community resilience

Energy source

Operational waste

Acoustic quality

Grid optimisation

Other carbon sources

Responsible procurement

Amenity and comfort

Tenant emissions

Responsible structure

Human connection to nature

Water use

Responsible façade

Impacts from resources

Responsible systems
Responsible finishes

People movement

Social construction impacts

Waterway protection

Market Transformation

Goods movement

Community engagement

Impacts to nature

Innovation Challenges

Enjoyable places

Culture, identity, and heritage

Nature enhancement

Activated places

Social procurement

Nature stewardship

Contribution to place

Design for inclusion

Nature connectivity

Access to amenity

Design quality

Offsite restoration

Describes minimum expectation for all star ratings
Describes additional expectation for 5 star ratings
Describes additional expectation for 6 star ratings

Privacy
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What we expect out of all
Green Star rated buildings
The concepts introduced during consultation have evolved.
This is what is now expected from every building.
The 10 things expected from every Green Star rated building:
1.

Is built in areas that are not environmentally significant.

6.

Is designed and built with climate change in mind.

2.

Has 10% less upfront and operational carbon emissions than code.

7.

Has managed its environmental impacts during construction, including
reduction of waste sent to landfill.

3.

Has water efficient fixtures and appliances.
8.

Has been built embracing diversity and inclusion during its construction.

4.

Promotes healthy buildings by eliminating hazardous materials,
promoting the use of low or non-toxic finishes, and featuring improved
air, light and sound quality.

9.

Enables practices that reduce operational waste.

5.

10. Is commissioned, tuned, metered, and monitored to operate optimally
over time and sustainability-related information is transferred at
handover.

Promotes physical activity through the provision of showers,
changerooms, and lockers

Green Star for New Buildings requires buildings to be efficient, promote health, have lower
resource usage and be mindful of future climate conditions.
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The future of Green Star
is climate positive
Our new POSITIVE category aims to drive every building
towards net zero carbon with a focus on transformational change.
This is our formula that every building should follow. These are the credits that will get you there.

Fossil
fuel free

Highly
efficient

Powered by
renewables

Built with
low carbon
materials

Offset
with nature

Energy source

Energy use

Energy source

Upfront carbon emissions

Other carbon sources

Tenant emissions

Must be met by every 6 star rated building
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Tenant emissions

The process for developing
Green Star for New Buildings
Built by industry and for industry. The
process we take to develop Green Star is
comprehensive and robust.
There are five stages to developing all Green Star rating tools. The process ensures deep
industry consultation, engagement with key experts, and the opportunity to get valued insights
from you about what you want Green Star to be. This is the process we’re following:

Scoping

Consultation

Development

Release

Mar 2018 - Aug 2018

Sep 2018 - Jun 2019

Feb 2019 - Dec 2019

Dec 2019 - Sept 2020

Jun 2020 - Dec 2021

We released the
scoping paper and held
workshops countrywide

We set up Expert
Reference Panels,
unveiled Green Star for
New Buildings at
Transform 2019, and
consulted with industry.

We listened to your
feedback, appointed
consultants, and worked
with our Expert
Reference Panels to
release our draft credits.

We will consult on the
draft credits, finalise
them, approve them,
and release Green Star
for New Buildings to
industry.

We will work with you to
transition industry from
Green Star – Design &
As Built to Green Star
for New Buildings.
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Transition

“Green Star is an independent
certification used by our investors
and tenant customers to measure
environmental and social value for
real estate. We know buildings can
play a significant role in addressing a
changing climate. The GBCA should
be commended for their work to
ensure Green Star remains rigorous
and transformational for the built
environment.”
Andrew Cole
General Manager - Group
Sustainability at Lendlease

Built by
industry

Green Star Advisory Committee

Tanya Cox
Board member
(chair)

Chris Wheeler
KWM

David Clark
Cundall

Simon Corbell
Energy Estate

Dorte Ekelund
SMEC

Jennifer Saiz
Commonwealth
Bank

Andrew Cole
Lendlease

From top directors to leading
thinkers, our governance is
unmatched, making Green Star the
leading rating tool for the built
environment in Australia.
Green Star for New Buildings has been guided by
our Advisory Committee and supported by our
Industry and Technical Advisory Groups. They have
made sure the process has been followed, industry
is engaged, and that the new rating tool meets our
vision for the future.

Technical Advisory Group

Industry Advisory Group

David Clark - Cundall (Chair)
Barbara Nebel - Thinkstep
Gerard Healey - University of Melbourne
Greg Johnson - Stockland
Leena Thomas - University of Technology
Rob Johnson - Liberty Steel
Robyn Hyslop - Lendlease
Stefan Preuss - OVGA
Sam Archer – NZGBC

Andrew Cole – Lendlease (chair)
Alicia Maynard - ISPT
David Waldren – Vicinity Centres
Greg Ryan – Landcorp
James Vesper - Goodman
Margot Black - Charter Hall
Rich Palmer – Integral Group
Sarah Reid - City of Melbourne
Simon Wilson - RDT Pacific (NZGBC)

Tested by industry
Our early access program
brings together leaders
seeking to transform the
built environment.

“Participating in the Early Access
Program is giving us the opportunity
to contribute to the industry and
shape the rating tool for the sector. It
also gives us the chance to see how
our properties stack up against the
new benchmarks, and help plan
Goodman’s upcoming developments
to meet the challenges of tomorrow.”

Leading Australian organisations are working in
partnership with us to enhance and refine our new
Green Star Future Focus tools starting with the New
Buildings rating tool, which will set a new benchmark
for sustainability excellence.
10 projects across the country - ranging from a mixeduse precinct in Macquarie Park, to a Sydney industrial
estate, and a Melbourne council aquatic centre – from
a number of different developers are helping to shape
the future of Green Star while also growing their
sustainability outcomes.

James Vesper
Group Head of Sustainability at
Goodman

Australia is already a global leader in sustainability
across property. Now thanks to these companies, the
evolution of Green Star through Future Focus will raise
the bar even further on carbon, nature and
sustainability in the built environment.
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Our Expert
Reference Panels
Thanks to our Expert Reference Panels for
their contribution in the development of the
draft credits
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adriaan Window – AECOM
Alison Read - National Australia Bank Ltd
Andrew Thai - Frasers Property
Chris Nunn – AMP
David Barker - Integral Group
David Clark - Cundall
Esther Bailey - NABERS
Hannah Blossom - Irwinconsult
Karla Fox-Reynolds - Curtin University
Komali Yenneti - University of New South Wales
Michelle Brownlie - WSP Australia
Patrick Campbell - Hutchinson Builders
Paul Bannister - Energy Action
Quentin Jackson - Aurecon
Richard Jelbert – NDY

Life Cycle Assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choonghan Yeo - Aldi
Darryl Stuckey - Lendlease
James Logie - WSP
Jeff Vickers - thinkstep
Jonas Bengtsson - Edge Environment
Judith Schinabeck - GECA
Lewis Hewton - Cundall
Phye Ibbotson

Resilience
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clare Parry - Grün Consulting
Greg Johnson - Stockland
Hannah Morton - Cundall
Jeremy Mansfield - Lendlease
Jonathan Fox - UNSW
Rebecca Miller - AECOM

• Robert Turk - Arup
• Steven McKellar - City of Port Phillip
• Troy Powell - Orica

Place-Making
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abigail Campion - JLL
Ben O'Callaghan - Ecomplish Sustainability
Dominique Hes – Beyond Zero Emissions
Jeff Robinson - Aurecon
Katherine Featherstone - Stockland
Lucinda Hartley- CoDesign Studio
Michael Stokoe- Transport for NSW
Paul Stoller - Atelier Ten
Rory Martin - Frasers Property
Sharon Veale - GML Heritage

Human Rights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amira Hashemi- Frasers Property
Christina Hughes – Abacus Group
Clare Gallagher- Built
Libby Staggs - Sustainable Business Matters
Nathan Robertson-Ball - CBA
Nicole Thompson - Edge Environment
Rikki-Lea James- WSP
Stephan Gabadou - KPMG
Zoe Koskinas – Lendlease

Ecology & Biodiversity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Austin O'Malley - Eco Logical Australia
Ian Adams - Organica Engineering
James Fitzsimons - The Nature Conservancy
Jessica Holtz - Aurecon
Joana Almeida - Edge Environment
Kristie Martin - Viridis Australasia
Sean Holmes - WSP
Vicky Critchley - Elton Consulting

Building Developments and Contracts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Claire Hashman
Darren Teoh - AMP capital
David Collins - Cundall
Deborah Davidson - Dsquared
Graham Agar - FCDS
Lisa Hinde - JLL
Luke Kewell - Department of Planning, Transport & Infrastructure
Neil Caswell - ECS

•
•
•
•

Nermine Zahran - Gensler
Owen Grace - Multiplex
Simone Delaney - Frasers Property
Russell Ross - Stockland

Community Planning and Engagement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jess Stewart - Riverview Projects
Karen Woo - Frasers Property
Lauren Kajewski - Landcom
Matthew Pike – FCDS
Nellie O'Keeffe - Grocon
Oliver Grimaldi - Cundall
Rod Brown – PTW
Orlando Harrison - Tract
Matthew Napper - Stockland
Samantha Peart - Development Victoria
Roger Swinbourne - Arup
Andrew Mackenzie - AILA

Health and Wellbeing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adam Garnys - CETEC
Alexander Kobler - Wood & Grieve Engineers
Ben Gibbs - WSP
Christhina Candido - University of Sydney
Emma McMahon - CBRE
Haris Moraitis - HKA
Jeremie Henry - Somfy
Lisa Manion - CBA
Lucy Pullin - Mirvac
Natalie Cahill - Cundall
Philippa Soccio - University of Melbourne
Sue Solly – Geyer
Sean Kahn - Frasers

Materials and Supply Chain
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Esther Bailey - NABERS
Rob Johnson - Liberty Steel
Dave Moolman – Shaw Contract
Rod Vockler - Dulux
Kate Harris - GECA
David Baggs - Global GreenTag
Rob Kilgour - WSP
Stephen Mitchell - SMA Associates
Sophi MacMillan - Vinyl Council Australia

The global megatrends &
Green Star for New Buildings
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Climate
Action

Resource
efficiency

Buildings are responsible for
39% of global emissions.

Buildings are responsible for
50% of global material use.

Energy demand will increase
by 50% by 2050.

42.4bn tonnes of materials
are consumed annually.

Health &
Wellbeing
Globally, 91% of us are exposed
to hazardous air pollution levels.
People are 40% more likely to
have asthma due to living
in a damp or mouldy home.

Global megatrends are shaping the built environment
like never before.
Climate action, resource efficiency and health & wellbeing are at the top of issues to
address. Issues related to these, such as resilience, biodiversity and nature losses,
and a stronger focus on social impacts are rising in importance.
Green Star for New Buildings rises to the challenge.

With thanks to WorldGBC for the
information and graphic in this page
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Global megatrends and
Green Star for New Buildings
The seven megatrends underpinning
Green Star for New Buildings:
1

Carbon emissions and energy use

2

Resilience against climate change and other shocks and stresses

3

Water consumption during operations and construction

4

Nature and our part in restoring the planet’s biodiversity.

5
6

7

In addition, we are also enhancing the Green Star
experience by:

A

Expecting all Green Star rated buildings to meet a minimum set of
expectations.

B

Improving the certification process, and making Green Star easier to
use (see the Digital delivery and proposed changes to the certification
process paper).

C

Evolving the Green Star brand to make it more relevant to occupants,
consumers, and broader aspects of the built environment.

D

Ensuring the rating tools align with relevant market trends as well as
community and investor expectations.

E

Building on our partnerships to create a stronger ecosystem of
services to further enhance the built environment.

Circular economy and the trend to close the loop on the supply chain.

Health and wellbeing for all occupants
More information on these and other initiatives will be unveiled at
TRANSFORM, our annual conference in March. If you would like to register for
the conference, go to our website.

People, human rights, and the inclusion of all in green buildings
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The global megatrends

“Putting the built environment on a
net zero path is critical to ensure the
built environment plays its part in
addressing climate change. These
new credits point the way forward.”

Carbon emissions

Net zero buildings by 2030. Green Star for
New Buildings charts the path to a climate
positive built environment.
In line with our Carbon Positive Roadmap, Green Star for New Buildings sets the trajectory for the
built environment to address its emissions fully through the new Positive category.
The new credits address all three scopes of a building’s emission profile. The category addresses
both the energy use of the building, and where the energy comes from. It also tackles other
emissions such as the upfront carbon emissions from material and product selection.
The Positive category also contains a set of minimum expectations for all buildings seeking a
Green Star rating, as well as additional expectations for 5 and 6 star rated buildings. All buildings
need to be designed to be 10% more energy and emissions efficient during operation than a building
built to code. They also need to reduce their upfront carbon emissions by 10%, leading to better low
carbon design and selection of materials. The role of the built environment and its relationship in
working with the grid is addressed in the Resilient category credit ‘Grid optimisation’.

Alison Read
Head of Enterprise Sustainability at
National Australia Bank

Credits involved in
this megatrend
Positive
Upfront carbon emissions

Resilient
Grid
optimisation*

Energy use

Energy source
Other carbon sources
Tenant emissions

At the time of release, world leading 6 star rated buildings will have to meet additional expectations:
They must be fossil fuel free, highly efficient buildings powered by renewables, built with low
carbon materials. Additional expectations will be introduced for projects registering after 2023 and
seeking a 5 star rating, with all projects registering past 2026 needing to be net zero.
The new rating tool acknowledges the role that offsets will have to play in reducing scope 1 and
scope 3 emissions. The rating tool will allow for a limited subset of offsets (domestic or international
afforestation, reforestation, and renewable energy offsets) to be used to eliminate these emissions.
However, the rating tool will always preference better building design over offsetting as design
decisions have impacts long after the building has been finished.

This credit includes a minimum expectation
This credit includes a minimum expectation for 5 star rated buildings
This credit includes a minimum expectation for 6 star rated buildings
* This credit is still in development and will be published in February
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The global megatrends

Resilience

Climate change. Infrastructure failure.
Community isolation. Adaptation. These are
issues buildings should be addressing.
We are more reliant on a range of interdependent assets and services than ever - to move, work,
play, thrive and maintain relationships. This can be disrupted as a result of climate, externalities
ranging from cyber-attack and terrorism, or from infrastructure failure. However, these can be
reinforced by engaging with the community to make it more resilient.
The Resilient category in Green Star gives building owners insight into these issues. The four
credits in the category respond to principles developed as part of extensive research of a number
of resilience frameworks such as the Taskforce for Climate Related Disclosures (TCFD), GRESB,
the UN Sustainable Development Goals, and the 100 Resilient Cities program. A broader
literature review will be made available in due course.
As a condition for a Green Star rating, the Resilient category requires all buildings to perform a
climate change risk assessment. From there, building owners have a choice to perform a more
comprehensive review and respond to critical impacts. For the first time, Green Star for New
Buildings will attempt to define the timescales for the assessment, and the scenarios to be
considered. This will bring consistency across industry and simplify climate change risk
assessments.
Two other credits assess other issues: the impact from infrastructure failure (Systems resilience)
and the potential to improve a community’s resilience (Community resilience). In all credits, it is
both the risk to the asset that needs to be addressed, as well as the opportunity provided by the
asset to reduce the overall community’s risk that is considered. A final credit under consideration
is ‘Grid optimisation’, though this credit will be released for consultation at a later time.

““Developing a strategy to help
communities thrive during times of
stress and shock helps build
resilience and the capacity to recover
quickly. Green Star now recognises
these efforts which is a great step
forward in creating resilient
communities in a changing future.”
Greg Johnson
National Sustainability Manager,
Commercial Property at Stockland

Credits involved in
this megatrend
Climate change resilience
Systems resilience
Community resilience
Grid optimisation*

*This credit is still in development and will be published later next year
This credit includes a minimum expectation
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Nature

“The latest development of the Green Star
framework responds strongly to the
mounting sustainability pressures in our
growing built environment; importantly
supporting a transition to net zero
emissions, addressing climate risk and
building a more effective framework for
biodiversity”

Waterway
protection

Richard Palmer
Principal at Integral Group

The global megatrends

Water consumption

Water is critical to the story of Green Star
for New Buildings.
With Australia facing longer and severe periods of drought due to climate change, the importance
of reducing our water consumption cannot be overstated.
Green Star for New Buildings takes a comprehensive approach to water consumption. To begin,
the ‘Water use’ credit in the Positive category requires all Green Star rated buildings to reduce
their water consumption by 20% compared to a typical building. This means highly water efficient
fixtures and systems no matter what. Additional achievements are awarded when the building has
the systems to reduce its water consumption significantly further.

Credits involved in
this megatrend

Leadership
Upfront water
use

Positive
Water use

The impacts from climate change will mean drier climates and a larger impact from water scarcity
and the potential failure of water infrastructure. The Resilient category requires buildings to
address and adapt to these impacts.

Impacts from
resources

Resilient
Climate change resilience

It’s not just water use that is important. The recent increase of plastics in our waterways and
oceans can be traced directly to the solutions that are implemented in our buildings. As such, the
Nature category includes a credit to encourage buildings to have systems that reduce pollutants
entering the waterways, and reducing the volume of stormwater that leaves the site. Buildings
looking to excel will need to consider how the ‘Water use’, ‘Climate change resilience’, ‘Systems
resilience’ and ‘Waterway protection’ credits work together to enable a comprehensive approach.

Systems resilience

Just as important, is the issue of water used during construction and through material and product
development. The ‘Impacts from resources’ credit in the Positive category aims to consider
these life-cycle impacts. In addition, a brand new Innovation Challenge ‘Upfront Water use’
will be introduced in this rating tool to drive further consideration for this issue.
This credit includes a minimum expectation
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The global megatrends

Nature

We need healthy ecosystems to sustain our
lives, health and ongoing prosperity.
Green Star for New Buildings delivers.
Worldwide and within Australia, rapid urbanisation is putting pressure on ecosystems and
threatening biodiversity. Research and evidence demonstrating the positive impacts of green
space and biodiversity on people and urban space is significant, and continues to grow. A few
years ago, we compiled this and more to deliver ‘Building with Nature’, a report outlining the role
of biodiversity and ecological value in the built environment.
Within the report, we outlined our strategy to change how Green Star addressed biodiversity and
ecological value. Green Star for New Buildings responds to this strategy by introducing a new
Nature category.

Dorte Ekelund
Principal Advisory, Smart Cities at
SMEC, & Independent Director at
ISCA.

Credits involved in
this megatrend
Impacts to nature
Nature enhancement
Nature stewardship
Nature connectivity

The category is built on five distinct principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“It is time the built environment put a
focus on driving improvements in
biodiversity and embedding biophilic
principles in our planning and design.
It is the next big challenge and a
critical solution in how we should be
aiming to address our impacts on
natural systems, as exacerbated by
climate change”

Protect ecological and biodiversity value, by encouraging development on land of limited value.
Minimise impacts to on-site ecology and biodiversity during and after construction.
Enhance ecological and biodiversity value by improving the site.
Connect natural networks by creating links between native or built corridors.
Create and manage off-site natural spaces to restore the impact to nature from development.

Offsite restoration

These principles shift the focus of the built environment from a passive observer seeking to
minimize impacts to one that is actively bringing nature and biodiversity back into cities. It also
ensures the built environment considers impacts beyond its boundary and takes responsibility for
rebuilding our natural environment.
This credit includes a minimum expectation
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The global megatrends

“The new credits addressing the
circularity of the supply chain are
an exciting step to creating
demand for more innovative and
low impact materials for the built
environment.”

Circular economy

As the world changes how we use our
resources, Green Star for New Buildings is
there to drive this transformation.
The circular economy movement is gaining momentum worldwide, and the impact on the built
environment is yet to be realised. From turning waste streams into valuable resources to developing
buildings from prefabricated low carbon materials, the circular economy will drive innovation in the
resources sector like never before.
Green Star for New Buildings aims to help builders, owners, and the supply chain on this journey.
The Positive category introduces a minimum expectation: All new buildings must be built with less
upfront carbon emissions than a typical building. From there, the ‘Upfront carbon emissions’ credit,
combined with the ‘Impacts from resources’ credit, rewards deeper cuts in the carbon emitted from
design and use of products and materials.

Barbara Nebel
CEO at thinkstep-anz

Credits involved in
this megatrend

Responsible
Responsible construction

The circular economy is not just about carbon. It also involves creating the necessary supply chain
changes to enable better materials and products to be created. These changes can only come from
increased demand from the market.

Positive

Operational waste
Upfront carbon emissions
Responsible procurement

We aim to create this demand through our Responsible category. We will do this through the
‘Responsible procurement’ and the ‘Responsible (products)’ credits. In addition to also looking at
transparency, social, and environmental issues, these credits will reward further the use of reused
products, products that were developed through a circular supply chain solution, and the use of
more recycled content in products.
The Responsible category also addresses the waste streams from our buildings. Two credits,
‘Operational waste’ and ‘Responsible construction’ address those respective waste streams, and
encourage significant reductions of waste generation and waste to landfill.

Impacts from resources
Responsible structure
Responsible façade
Responsible systems
Responsible finishes

This credit includes a minimum expectation
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The global megatrends

“There is plenty of research to
confirm what we instinctively know –
our built environment plays a
significant role in shaping our health.
Green Star continues its leadership
in this space by ensuring all buildings
are healthy as well as green.”

Health and wellbeing

Buildings have a direct impact on our
health and wellbeing.

Leena Thomas,
Associate Professor - Architecture,
University of Technology Sydney

Since its introduction in 2003, Green Star has had a strong focus on improving the indoor
environment quality of rated buildings. The Australian sector responded strongly, and has
arguably delivered some of the highest quality spaces in the world.
It’s not hard to see why. We all value being in a building with clean air, good light quality, and
human comfort. In office buildings, staff are the most valuable resource, and small improvements
in morale and productivity will more than pay for any extra costs in delivering better infrastructure.
In the residential sector, occupants and buyers now consider health as a key priority when
making decisions. These trends are here to stay as our buildings become more of a refuge from
the effects of a harsher climate.
Green Star for New Buildings now considers health to be fundamental. As such, the Healthy
category introduces a set of minimum expectations that all buildings will need to meet. The credits
address issues such as a minimum quality of fresh air, having appropriate lighting levels, ensuring
only low or non-toxic materials are used, and providing good levels of acoustic protection from
noise from outside or the installed mechanical equipment. These are issues that are fundamental
to the health of all occupants, and are always within any new building’s control.
Health issues are not limited to the Healthy category. The Places category encourages better
places to ensure people can get the benefits of active movement. And buildings should not be
considered to truly address health of all occupants if they aren’t fully inclusive. The Design for
inclusion credit in the People category addresses this issue.

Credits involved in
this megatrend
Clean air
Light quality
Exposure to toxins
Acoustic quality

Places

Amenity and comfort

People movement

Biophilia

Access to amenity

People
Design for
inclusion*

* This credit is still in development and will be published in February
This credit includes a minimum expectation
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7

“Putting people at the forefront is
key to ensuring our buildings
contribute to our social and
community wellbeing. I’m excited
about Green Star’s expansion into
the social sustainability space.”

The global megatrends

People

Responsible

The built environment is where we live,
work, and play. Green Star for New
Buildings puts people at its core.

Margot Black
Head of Sustainability and
Community at Charter Hall

Responsible
procurement
Responsible
(products)

Credits involved in
this megatrend

The new rating tool is bringing a whole new social dimension to the design and construction of
buildings. It highlights issues such as diversity and gender equity, inclusion, modern slavery, and
even privacy. The rating tool also drives the creation of places with people as the focus.
In the People category, the new ‘Design for inclusion’ credit encourages going beyond code
compliance to provide equal and inclusive access and amenities to all occupants. The ‘Culture,
identity and heritage’ credit celebrates where we come from and our Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities. The category also highlights the privacy implications of smart building
technologies and embeds privacy by design into the procurement process.

In this same category, our new ‘Social procurement’ credit covers diversity of the construction
workforce by integrating targets in construction contracts and sub-contractors. And, a new ‘Social
construction impacts’ credit puts emphasis on the health and wellbeing of site workers. This same
credit has a minimum expectation for gender inclusive facilities on construction sites
The Places category has an increased focus on putting people at the forefront of design. Instead
of focusing just on the transport implications of getting to and from buildings, the category drives
the creation of active and enjoyable places. It also focuses on the integration of the building into
the urban fabric, and even considers the impacts of goods movements on city streets.

People

Places

Social construction impacts
Community engagement

Culture, identity, and heritage
Social procurement
Design for inclusion*
Design quality*

People movement

Goods movement
Enjoyable places
Activated places
Contribution to place
Access to amenity

Privacy*

Finally, in the Responsible category, modern slavery issues are covered by the ‘Responsible
procurement’ credit and the ‘Responsible (products)’ credits.
*These credits are still in development and will be published in February
This credit includes a minimum expectation
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Green Star for New Buildings &

Sustainable Development Goals
One of the many frameworks guiding the
development of Green Star for New Buildings
was the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
The 17 Goals are a good indicator of the broad
scope the rating tool is now tackling. The new
rating tool credits are material and relevant to many
stakeholders, and address issues from gender
equality to climate action.
More detail is provided in our credits and the
technical appendix.

“Aligning with frameworks such as the
Sustainable Development Goals means
that we can focus our efforts on the
areas of greatest impact, measure
sustainable outcomes consistently, and
derive more value for our investors,
customers and the community."
Alicia Maynard
General Manager,
Sustainability & Technical
Services at ISPT
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Draft credits & the feedback process
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What are the draft credits?
These credits are draft. We are releasing them to you to get your
feedback.
The draft credits are not intended to be comprehensive at this
time. They outline a minimum level of information needed to
understand how each credit addresses the credit outcome. As
the credits are developed next year, with your feedback, they will
be detailed further.
The new rating tool will have credits and points. Some credits
will be worth more than others. At this point, we have not
determined how much each credit will be worth, only that each
credit should be in the rating tool, because it is worth having
there. Work on credit points and category weightings will be
carried out in 2020.
The draft credits are available on our website for downloading.
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The draft credits in detail
This section outlines:
•

The Outcome describes
what will have occurred if
all items in the credit were
to be achieved.

•
•
•

The Criteria describes what needs to be
achieved to meet the credit outcome.

Some credits include a Minimum
expectation. These outline the minimum
benchmark that needs to be met to
achieve a rating. Minimum expectations
apply to all buildings seeking a Green
Star rating. The Positive category also
includes Minimum expectations for
those seeking a 5 or 6 star rating.

The last column describes one of
two things. The reasons for why the
requirements have changed from
Green Star – Design & As Built.
Alternatively, when the credit is
new, this column describes why this
credit should be in Green Star for
New Buildings.

The Credit achievement outlines what is
needed to achieve the credit point(s).
Some credits also detail an Exceptional
performance. This is equivalent to an
innovation claim.
The criteria also includes the Pathways
for the Minimum expectation, the Credit
achievement, or the Exceptional
performance.

how this credit relates to other
credits
how it relates to the
Sustainable Development
Goals,
how it relates to other reporting
initiatives.
the stages of design and
construction the credit is aiming
to influence.

The Applicability & Guidance section outlines how it
is applicable to multiple sectors, or to specific sectors
or situations. It also outlines additional information that
is relevant to resolving the credit. This section is
mandatory for the credit.
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Some credits include a column detailing how this credit changed to
a comparable Green Star – Design & As Built credit. While a
significant portion of the rating tool is new, there are credits that
appear to be similar to existing credits with minor changes. This
column aims to help understand what those changes are.

Providing feedback
on the draft credits
GBCA will only receive feedback via the submission form for each credit, or via a formal
briefing session organised by the GBCA. You can download every credit at once as part of
one file. This is recommended if you will be submitting feedback for credits across many
categories. This allows you to only fill in your details once. Alternatively you can download
individual categories and submit feedback in that manner.
Each credit has a feedback form attached to it. Please use this form to submit feedback to
us. The feedback form has four fields in addition to fields seeking your details.
The first field seeks your support in principle for the proposed credit. That is, do you support
the outcome in the credit.
The second field asks whether you support the credit in detail. That is, do the criteria support
the credit outcome in most situations.
The third field asks whether you support including this credit in Green Star. That is, do you
believe the credit should be worth at least a point.
The fourth field seeks your comments on the credit. Any comment is welcome. There are a
set of questions next to the field seeking to guide your submission. You do not need to
answer every question. These are included as potential prompts.
You do not have to submit feedback to every credit.
The feedback process ends February 28, 2020.
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Providing general feedback
In addition to providing feedback on the credits (see page 29), this document can also be used to submit general feedback related to
the rating tool. Please do not submit credit specific feedback through this document. Use this document to submit your thoughts about
strategic issues, broad issues, or aspects beyond the credits.
Please download the form to your desktop before answering. Then, from your desktop, open the form and provide feedback.
Once you finish providing feedback, SAVE THE FORM. Then either click the ‘submit form’ button, or email the form to us at
futurefocus@gbca.org.au. This will send us an email with your comments. Please note that for the GBCA to capture your feedback
formally, comments must be provided through this official channel, at an official event, or by writing to us.
Additional comments related to the rating tool
Name:

Company:

Position

State

Select state

Email address:

Is this response on behalf of your company?

Yes

No

Profession

Sector
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Green Star for New Buildings

Next steps
The release of Green Star for New Buildings is getting
close, but there’s still some work to be done.
We expect you to have many comments related to the credits that we are releasing, and we will look at every one of them. We also
need to make some decisions, from assigning a weighting to each credit, to finalising benchmarks. For all of this, this the process
that we are expecting to follow.

Consultation process

Feedback review

Release date announced

Rating tool released

Dec ‘19 to Feb ‘20

Mar ‘20 to May ‘20

May ‘20 to Jun ‘20

Jul ‘20 to Sep ‘20

We have released the draft credits for
consultation and look forward to your
feedback.

We will review your feedback and
begin making the necessary
amendments to the rating tool.

At this time we will begin our approval
process. This means working with our
Technical Advisory Group, our Industry
Advisory Group, and our Green Star
Advisory Committee to finalise the
rating tool.

Once we release the rating tool, we will
work with you to transition from Green
Star – Design & As Built to Green Star
for New Buildings.

We will also review the rating tool
weightings, and work out details of
other elements such as our badges
and the submission requirements for
the rating tools.

We also expect to provide an update at
this time to industry on the release date
for the rating tool.
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At this point, we will begin scheduling
courses, updating materials, and
introducing our online system.
Registrations for Green Star –
Design & As Built v1.3 will continue
until December 2021

There are more things to come
How can you continue to be involved?
●

Provide your feedback to this consultation paper and the draft credits.

●

Attend one or all of our webinars and be prepared for the new rating tool

●

Join our Early Access Program. There is still an opportunity to help influence the development of the rating system
and be one of the first to use the new rating tool. Contact FutureFocus@gbca.org.au to arrange.

●

Request a briefing for your staff. GBCA member organisations can request for a member of the Market
Transformation team to brief your team. Contact FutureFocus@gbca.org.au to arrange.

●

Make sure you're signed up to receive our Green Building Voice newsletter and Inside Green Star newsletter for
regular announcements on project consultation periods, progress updates and additional opportunities to get involved.

●

Follow our progress via our website. We're keen to share our work with you so we'll be providing regular updates,
feedback reports, surveys and more on the GBCA website.

●

Partner with us. We aim to redefine world leadership and best practice for the next decade. Partnership opportunities
are available. If you are interested please let us know at: Lucy.Harris@gbca.org.au
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“We are excited to see how you
respond to the new credits. We’ve
been working with our early access
projects, and the response to date
has been phenomenal. We can’t wait
to hear from you about where we are
taking Green Star next.”
Dennis Lee,
Future Focus Early Access program
consultant, GBCA

